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Highfield - 460 £ 22,995

Description

Highfield Classic 460 Now in build and arriving in the next few weeks. Includes Honda 60 HP EFI This is a light
agile and fast boat ideal for the family. The Classic 460 (previously called Ocean Master 460) design offer fitting
options that create either a fabulous family cruising RIB, a luxury tender or a hard working support vessel.
Whatever layout you choose, you can be assured that your Classic is built to last. The larger models in the
Classic range have been designed with tough conditions in mind. Internal under-deck fuel tanks, non-slip deck,
self-draining deck and a 20º dead rise let you take on even the toughest conditions confidently. With the
impermeable qualities of our aluminium hulls there’s no need to worry about gelcoat chips, or putting the boat on
a beach or a trailer. Your Highfield Classic won’t delaminate over time, retaining its agile performance and
weighing the same in 10 years time as the day you towed it away from the showroom. All Classic RIBs are easy
to trail, easy to launch and recover and due to their light weight and integrated davit lifting eyes. The hull of the
Classic 460 is built of 4mm thick powder coated marine grade aluminium. The tubes are made of 1100 dtex
coated fabric. Storm Grey Valmex® PVC tube Welded seams (PVC) Flush mount non-return valves High tensile
chromated & powder coated aluminum hull Self-draining deck Bow locker Intergrated fuel tank Integrated
transom supports GRP Bow Step Bow Cushion Lifting points and towing eyes Tow bridle points Brushed foam
teak finish deck Heavy duty rubbing strake Full length keel guard Tank strap kit Under seat bag Highfield dry bag
Foot pump, oars, repair kit A frame Free delivery Options of 750 kg trailers if required from Extreme. Note studio
pictures are Representative of the actual boat but may differ slightly. 5 year Hull Warranty 6 Year Engine
Warranty

Sales status: Coming Soon  Manufacturer: Highfield

Model: 460  Year built: 2024

Length (m): 4.6  Beam (m): 2.11

Weight dry: 296  No. of air chambers: 5

Maximum load: 944  Persons max: 9

No. of previous owners: 1  Condition: New

Sale Type: New  Sale: Dealer

Propulsion: Outboard  Steering: Cable steering



Engine manufacturer: Honda  Power: 60

Motor: 50  Fuel: Petrol

Fuel Capacity: 40  Material hull: Aluminium

Price Options: new price
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